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Industry: Chemicals
Location: Hyderabad, India
Size: 15 users

ZYENAC IMPLEMENTS ZOHO ONE
FOR AZOLE CHEM

CASE STUDY



Introduction

AZOLECHEM is offers dynamic integrated
chemical catalog products and services for
pharma, agrochem and other related
industries and is poised to embark on a
transformative phase of expansion. They
are now on a mission to elevate their
presence both online and offline, offering
an extensive array of high-quality chemical
products. As they scale up their operations,
they are committed to equipping
themselves with the latest tools and
technologies, ensuring seamless access to
their products and services for their valued
customers.
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BACKGROUND

Azole Chem Private Limited offers integrated catalog products and
services in Pharmaceuticals, Agrochemical and other related
industries. Azolechem provides high end collaboration for the products
and services which enhances the capability and productivity of
Customers and Business Associates in functions critical to their
success.



AZOLECHEM, a thriving integrated chemical catalog service provider, is facing
a critical operational challenge as it endeavors to scale up its business. The
organization is grappling with a complex issue of scattered data stored across
various locations, reliance on multiple disjointed software solutions, and
departmental fragmentation that hinders real-time collaboration. This
predicament is impeding the company's ability to efficiently manage and
leverage its resources, optimize processes, and deliver seamless services to its
growing customer base. AZOLECHEM is seeking innovative solutions to
streamline its operations, unify its data, and foster real-time collaboration
among departments to enable a successful and sustainable expansion.

Lack of platform to hold centralized Customer Information
Haphazard Lead Nurturing & Sales Process
Too many Manual Tasks
Poor email campaigns with absolutely no visibility of campaign
performance
Disconnect between the Accounting, Sales, and Warehousing
departments.
Poor reporting and visibility of department performances
Manual record keeping in QA Dept hindering the quality checks

Problem Statement
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PAIN POINTS ?



Unified Date Management : Integrated software solutions into a single platform,
providing AZOLECHEM with centralized data management.
Streamlined Workflows: ZOHO CRM offers workflow automation tools that can
streamline processes across departments.
Enhanced Collaboration: With ZOHO CRM & MAIL collaborative features,
AZOLECHEM could break down departmental silos.
Improved Customer Relationships: ZOHO CRM, a part of ZOHO ONE, enabled
AZOLECHEM to manage customer relationships effectively.
Marketing Integration: ZOHO ONE includes marketing automation tools that
integrated with ZOHO CRM.
Financial Management: ZOHO Books, included in ZOHO ONE, offered financial
management capabilities and quickened the sales collection process.
Analytics and Insights: ZOHO ONE provided robust analytics and reporting tools
through ZOHO Analytics platform.
Mobile Accessibility: ZOHO ONE apps are mobile-friendly, enabling
AZOLECHEM's teams to access critical information and perform tasks while on the
move.
Cost Efficiency: By consolidating multiple software subscriptions into one
comprehensive package, ZOHO ONE resulted in considerable cost savings.

Solution
With ZOHO ONE implementation we could address AZOLECHEM's
pain points by offering an integrated platform that streamlines
operations, improves collaboration, and enhances customer
relationships. ZOHO ONE provided a comprehensive solution that
can help AZOLECHEM achieve its business objectives and support
its growth plans effectively.
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ZOHO CRM
ZOHO WORKPLACE
ZOHO CAMPAINGS
ZOHO FORMS
ZOHO BOOKS
ZOHO INVENTORY
ZOHO PAYROLL
ZOHO EXPENSE
ZOHO PEOPLE
ZOHO MEETING
ZOHO CREATOR
ZOHO ANALYTICS

APPS Implemented
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Challenges
Tailoring ZOHO ONE to AZOLECHEM's specific workflows and
requirements demanded significant customization, ensuring
seamless alignment with existing operations.

Data Integration: Integrating existing data scattered across multiple
systems and databases into the unified ZOHO ONE platform posed a
significant challenge, requiring meticulous planning and data migration.
Change Management: Shifting from disparate software solutions to an
integrated platform required a change in work processes and employee
mindset, necessitating effective change management strategies.
Customization Needs: Tailoring ZOHO ONE to AZOLECHEM's specific
workflows and requirements demanded significant customization, ensuring
seamless alignment with existing operations.
Training and Adoption: Ensuring that all employees could effectively use
the new platform required comprehensive training and ongoing support to
promote user adoption.
Data Security and Compliance: Maintaining data security and compliance
standards while migrating sensitive information to the cloud-based ZOHO
ONE ecosystem was a critical concern.
Integration Complexity: Coordinating the integration of various ZOHO
ONE applications into AZOLECHEM's existing IT infrastructure without
disruptions was a complex undertaking.
Real-Time Collaboration: Overcoming departmental fragmentation and
enabling real-time collaboration across teams challenged AZOLECHEM's
organizational structure and culture.

ZYENAC’S STRATEGY
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E-commerce Integration: Leverage ZOHO
Commerce to create and manage an online store.
Integrate it with your website, allowing customers
to browse, select, and purchase chemical products
seamlessly.
Payment Gateway Integration: Integrate ZOHO
Commerce with payment gateways to facilitate
secure online transactions, accepting various
payment methods to enhance customer
convenience.
Multi-Channel Selling: Extend your online
selling presence to multiple channels, including
social media and marketplaces, through ZOHO
Commerce integrations, reaching a broader
customer base.

Future Plans
AZOLECHEM aims to seamlessly integrate ZOHO ONE with its
website, empowering effortless online selling while delivering a
superior customer experience.
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Testimonial
“ We are delighted with the transformative impact of ZOHO ONE on

our business “
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“The centralized data management, real-time
collaboration, and customer-centric features have
elevated our customer relationships and efficiency.
ZOHO ONE has proven to be the catalyst for our

success in the digital age. ZYENAC‘s professionalism,
attention to detail, and commitment to timelines have
made this complex implementation process remarkably

smooth."

Venkat , CEO , Azolechem

About ZOHO & ZYENAC



thank
you!
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Silicon Valley, Madhapur, Hyderabad, India

contact

ABOUT ZYENAC
If your organization wrestles with siloed data, fragmented systems, an array of
software for diverse functions, and a lack of seamless collaboration among teams,
ZOHO offers a dependable solution to surmount these obstacles.

At ZYENAC Solutions, we understand the frustration that stems from disconnected
data, fragmented tools, and inefficient collaboration. That's why we're your
dedicated ally in the realm of digital transformation. With our proficient team adept
at harnessing various ZOHO applications, we're poised to guide you on a
transformative journey.

Our mission is clear: to help you unearth a tailor-made solution with ZOHO,
seamlessly integrate ZOHO into your workflow, and provide unwavering support
until ZOHO becomes an indispensable part of your organizational ecosystem. Let's
embark on this journey together and revolutionize the way you do business with
ZOHO and ZYENAC.

+91 98496 03196 , + 91 9951956585

www.zyenac.com

sales@zyenac.com


